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National Honor Society Inducts Another Class of Outstanding Students
By Mike Lathrop

Character, Scholarship,
Leadership, Service: the four
strong pillars of the National
Honors Society. In 1921, Dr.
Edward Rynearson founded a
society to recognize students who
excelled in the qualities he believed
should be embraced. On
December 4, 2007, sixty-two
Northwest Catholic students
were added to the group already
containing over one million
members. These students have
exemplified the essence to which
the National Honor Society
(NHS) members hold true.
Members of NHS are often
leaders not only at Northwest
Catholic High School, but also in
their communities. They complete
community service and
participate in ways that are not
required.
To become a member of  NHS, the
students truly begin when their
freshman year starts.  During
junior year, a candidate for the
society must have maintained a
3.33 Grade Point Average (GPA)
after nine marking periods. The
students must also complete an
application to become a member,
with proof that they have been
committed to the four pillars

established by Rynearson when
the NHS was founded.  The NHS
is a selective group that includes
members who have displayed an
attitude of helping the
community.  Students do
not just enter the society
and forget about it; they
make a commitment. They
must actively be a
participant in the
community, performing
multiple hours of service to
remain in the society.  They
must also uphold their GPA
above the required average.
Once accepted into the
society, the students are
given an induction
ceremony organized by Mrs.
Juda, the moderator of the
Aquinas Chapter of the
NHS at Northwest Catholic
High School, and the
current officers.
Adam Mortillaro acted as
this year’s Master of
Ceremonies.  The ceremony
began as the students calmly
entered the Rice Auditorium
carrying lit candles. As the
inductees entered, Brianne Gilbert
sang the theme of this academic
year: Lead, Me Lord.  After the
welcome by Mr. John Cusson,
Academic Dean, who

congratulated the students on
their achievements and
introduced them to their new
commitment to uphold the values
of  the NHS, a short opening

prayer service was held, led by
senior members of  the society.  A
brief history of the NHS was
given by Northwest principal
Mrs. Margaret Williamson

following the prayer service.
Next, NHS president Adam
Mortillaro, vice president Caleb
Battersby, secretary Mary Kate
Kearney, and treasurer Carolyn

Spalluto addressed the
students on the pillars of
service, character,
leadership, and
scholarship, each lighting
a candle before their
address. The lit candles
symbolized a commitment
to the values of which they
spoke. Following the
addresses, each student’s
name was called, followed
by a short list of activities
in which the student is a
participant.  A certificate
was presented to each of
the students, along with a
flower for their parents.
The inductees together
recited the pledge of the
NHS, in which they vowed
“to uphold the high
purposes of the National
Honor Society. . . be true
to the principals for which
it stands. . . and maintain

and encourage high standards of
scholarship, service, leadership,
and character.”
The keynote speaker of the night
was Mr. Garr, chairperson of  the

By Denis Cronin

This year, the identification cards
that students received in
September are very useful..
Previously, the cards were simply
a form of identification. For
example, they allowed a
college-aspiring student to
gain entrance to an SAT
testing facility. Now, students
are able to put a minimum of
one hundred dollars on the
card in order to facilitate a
more efficient way of
purchasing cafeteria food.
This new meal-prepayment
plan aims to make meal
purchases in school relatively
pain free. In addition, the new
cards are used when a student
is tardy.
It seems that this new system
should improve the efficiency
of  the cafeteria lunch lines.
“There is no need to fumble
around with cash anymore,
when a simple swipe of the ID
card quickly pays for your
food,” said Travis Lynch, an
early user of the ID card system.
“The new system does not require
anyone to think about how much
change one should get back; it’s a
thought free process,” he added.
Purchasing cafeteria food via
one’s ID card speeds up this daily
transaction.
Despite these benefits, some have
noticed little difference in waiting
times from the old system
compared to this new one,
suggesting that the lunch lines are
not that much more efficient.
“Because only a small group of
students actually use the ID cards
for lunch, there is not much of a
difference in waiting times,” said
Travis. As this program becomes
older, there is hope that many
more will join in order to spare a

few minutes to talk a little longer
at the lunch table. The more
students adopt the swipe card
system, the less time it will take
for everyone to buy a meal.
On the individual level, the ID
card system is quite convenient,

but may even be a little too
convenient for some. “It’s now
easier than ever to spend more
money at lunch,” said Mr.
Fitzpatrick. The one hundred
dollar minimum could fool
anyone into thinking that they
have more than enough lunch
money for the semester. Daily
meals add up and by indulging
too much, it is all too easy to run
out of money for food later on in
the year.
The ID system will help faculty
members like Mr. Callahan do
their job more effectively. If  the
cafeteria lines move faster, then
Mr. Callahan can make sure that
everyone is seated in a shorter
amount of  time, thus allowing for

more organization of the chaos in
the cafeteria. Although the ID
debit system will not dampen the
cacophony that continually
emanates from the cafeteria, it will
allow for a more orderly and
timely seating of all lunchgoers.

To encourage all students and
faculty to participate in this
program, Navin Bros. has made
it extremely easy to register a
card. A simple online
application is available through
a link on Edline. Filling out the
necessary paperwork will
transform the seemingly useless
student ID into an exceedingly
useful debit card. If one runs
out of money on the ID card,
Navin Bros. has made it quite
easy to make a deposit online.
In addition to its role as a debit
card, the new ID cards can also
be used to sign in to the office
when a student arrives late to
school. Instead of writing down
on a piece of paper your name
and the time you came to
school, a student simply passes
the card in front of the scanner

on the office counter. This system
is designed to make the process
more efficient, so that students
can reach class earlier and
attendance will be more accurate.
The student ID meal system has
allowed the former pain of
waiting in lines to be slightly
alleviated. With the prospect of
more students joining this
program, long, boring lines may
eventually become a thing of the
past with this innovative system
for high schoolers. With Mr.
Callahan always open to more
orderly lunch waves and all
students wishing for shorter lines,
along with the virtues of the sign-
in process, the ID card system
hopes to see more widespread use
in the future.

By Keelan Ledwidge

For almost twenty years, every
Junior class at Northwest
Catholic has experienced a unique
ceremony called the Junior
Investiture. An important part of
Northwest tradition, it celebrates
the transition of Juniors from
lower- to upper-class. The
November ceremony symbolizes
the Junior class’s transformation
into the leaders and role models
of the school, while also serving
as a precursor to all of the great
events that await them in senior
year.
Junior Investiture at Northwest
has an interesting origin. About
twenty years ago, at a time when
class rings were becoming more
expensive, English teacher Mrs.
Juda wanted to create another
method through which each
member of the Junior class could
achieve a sense of identity: the
Junior Investiture.
Junior Investiture is an eventful
day. It begins with a morning
retreat attended by all juniors,
highlighted by a talk from a
motivational speaker. Principal
Mrs. Williamson said this retreat
is “important because it helps [the
juniors] to see things as a more
mature person, and to take a day
to examine where God stands in
their lives.”
After this period of spiritual
reflection, the students attend a
school-wide celebration in the
auditorium. First, a Mass
emphasizes the new spiritual role
of  the Junior class as leaders.
Then, as the student body looks
on, each Junior is escorted to the
stage by a Senior sponsor.  There,
Northwest’s unique right of
passage is completed as each
Junior is handed a wooden cross
from Father Crowley.

The ritual concludes at night with
a prayer service followed by a
pot-luck supper. Mrs. Williamson
added, “It’s a great way to get all
the families involved and have
supper as a class, which is really
nice to see.”
Following this year’s ceremony,
many Juniors, such as Richard
Jakiel, immediately felt its impact,
saying, “We become
upperclassmen, leaders in the
Northwest Community, with
Junior Investiture. We become
role models for the
underclassmen with our words
and actions, and hope that one
day they will become model
young adults for today’s world.
Not only do we take up
responsibility but also a cross
symbolizing a greater step in the
Catholic faith.”
Will Thompson was impressed by
the ceremonies, saying
emphatically, “It was awesome,
marvelous, and spectacular!” as
was Chloe Scobee adding, “I
especially liked the retreat, that
was good.”
Junior Investiture marks the
beginning of the illustrious end to
the Northwest Catholic High
School careers of the Class of ’09.

Students’ ID Cards Given New, Practical Features Juniors Earn Upper-Class Status
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Social Studies Department.  Mr.
Garr challenged the recent
inductees to not only “achieve on
paper,” but also in the way which
the NHS calls for, “to achieve in
person.”  Many people believe
“that NHS is about numbers. . .
but it is about much much more.
It is about being grounded in
faith and values – it’s about
integrity.” As his speech
progressed, the students began to
realize, if  they had not already,
that the NHS is not only about
achieving the required grades and
the service hours needed to
become, and then continue to be,
a member.  It is about who each
student is as a person. It is about
character. Character, according to
Carolyn, is “what you do while
no one is looking.”  Mr. Garr told
the students  that “leaders do
things that benefit the greater
good,” calling for “random acts
of  kindness and charity,” and that
“leaders do things that instill
pride in themselves and the
institutions which they
represent.”  A leader is the person
who will recycle “an empty water
bottle on a cafeteria table.” Mr.
Garr and Carolyn said that those
with proper character, an

Mr. Garr delivers his speech at the National
Honor Society ceremony, encouraging the

inductees to have strong character.
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Senior Liz Kallfelz takes advantage
of Northwest’s streamlined process

for buying lunch.
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COMMENTARY
In looking at the world today, we
realize that many things have
changed since “the good old
days.” In fact, if  we look at the
history of the world, we realize
that there have been so many
changes over the years that there
is nothing that has not been
affected by some kind of
modernization or improvement.
The problem is, most people
don’t actually stop to think about
all the things that have changed.
If  you stop and think about the
way things used to be, even in our
lifetime, I think the results might
surprise you a bit. You might
even begin to miss “the good old
days,” even though today’s
changes have made things easier
and more convenient.
Before television, there was radio.
There still is radio today, but it is
not the same as it used to be.
Radio today is merely for you to
listen to on your ride into work
as you check the traffic on the
highway, or for you to catch up
on the latest celebrity gossip.
Occasionally, a good song might
play on the radio, and you’ll
listen, and then curse as an

advertisement begins to play. In
the pre-television days, radio
provided the sole source of news
for people around the country
and even around the world.
Anne Frank didn’t have a TV;
she heard Churchill’s inspiring
speeches over the radio. FDR’s
fireside chats (by radio) wouldn’t
have worked as well had he been
sitting in a chair talking to a
telecamera. But radio wasn’t just
about news, it was entertainment
also. “War of  the Worlds” wasn’t
originally a movie, it was actually
a book. Shortly after its
publication, however, it was
made into a radio program.
These old-time radio programs
were really cool: they had
different actors provide the
voices for the characters, and
they used these really realistic
sound effects that made sounds
like a car driving away, or a
heavy object being dropped.
These sound effects were so
realistic, in fact, that late tuning-
inners to the “War of  the
Worlds” program thought that it
was real, and that aliens were
really invading the earth. It

caused a massive panic, and
people were terrified, thinking it
was the end of the world. Kind of
silly, if  you think about it in
today’s terms, but also kind of
interesting. I can’t help but think
that I would have liked to have
witnessed that.
Remember when there was no
such thing as “e-mail?” I don’t
know about you, but I can’t
remember the last time I received a
letter in my mailbox that wasn’t
junk mail. While I’ll admit that e-
mail is really convenient, and it
costs nothing, and there’s less of  a
chance that the piece of mail will
get lost, it’s kind of  nice to know
that someone actually took the
time to write you a letter, and then
put it in an envelope, sealed it, and
put a stamp on it and sent it to
you. I think getting letters is cool,
and I remember when I was little I
would get so excited if there was a
letter in the mailbox for me.
Even talking on the phone has
been modernized. Remember when
if  you wanted to talk to someone,
you actually had to dial their
number and have a conversation
with them? Not so today. Not

since the advent of “text
messaging.” Never before has it
been possible to have a whole
entire conversation with someone
without actually having to talk to
them! I’ll admit that texting can
be useful, especially if  you’re in a
place where you can’t actually do
the talking thing. But honestly, if
you don’t want to have to
actually speak with someone, then
why on earth are you talking with
them in the first place?
Bet you never thought of that,
huh? And I don’t know, maybe
I’m the only nostalgic one here.
Maybe this means nothing to
you, and you couldn’t care less
that radio is becoming extinct,
along with letter writing and
actual phone conversations. But I
feel better now that I’ve stuck up
for these antiquated arts, and I
hope you’ll take the time to make
someone’s day and write them a
letter, or call your BFF instead of
texting them. And bear in mind
that I do appreciate these new
and modern conveniences, but I
would like, once in my lifetime, to
have another “War of  the
Worlds.”

Growth can be manifested in
many ways.  Obviously, there is
physical growth.  During their
years at Northwest Catholic, our
students grow taller, stronger and
more mature in appearance.  Very
often it is difficult to identify our
current seniors based on photos
from their freshman year.  For the
most part, physical growth
happens naturally, although
proper nutrition and exercise can
have a major impact on physical
growth.
However, the greatest area of
growth during the high school
years takes place internally.  As
our students approach
adulthood, major changes take
place.  Knowledge is an area of
substantial growth.  Knowledge
is not merely remembering facts

but it is an appreciation of the
importance of gaining
knowledge, how to acquire and
apply knowledge that is learned,
and the skills necessary to
express and utilize the
information and abilities
acquired.  Students of today are
exposed to more information
than at any time in history.  The
various forms of media and the
greatly expanded use of the
internet allow people to learn
about developments around the
world immediately and to read
varying accounts on every
subject and almost every event.
Today’s student must evaluate
information and differentiate
fact from opinion.  This provides
the background for proper
decision making.

Another area of growth is in
written and verbal skills.  The
ability to better relate to others is
an offshoot of this growth.  This
is evidenced not merely by the
improved written and verbal skills
necessary to exhibit their growth
in knowledge, but also by the
ability to communicate effectively
and comfortably with those
around us.  The ability to make
friends, care for others, express
thoughts and feelings, and to
appreciate their role as a member
of a community are all signs of
personal growth.
Spiritual growth is another area
of change that takes place during
high school years.  Students
develop a clearer understanding of
their relationship with God, a
better understanding of their

religious beliefs, and a greater
appreciation of the role of
religion in their lives.  This
understanding gives meaning to
life and expands the sense of
community mentioned earlier.
Morality plays a major role in
proper decision making – not just
in high school but throughout
adulthood.  The development of
a clear sense of values lays the
basis for a life as a positive
member in society.  Similar to
physical growth, some of  these
other areas of growth take place
naturally.  However, just as
exercise and proper nutrition can
enhance and expedite physical
growth, there are things that we
can do to expand our academic,
personal and spiritual growth.
As we begin the new year, I would

ask all of you to choose an area
of academic, personal and
spiritual growth that you would
like to improve.  Work toward
mastering the skills and abilities
necessary to achieve your goals.
Let’s make 2008 a great year and
a “growth” year.

Many things make our lives
simpler: calculators, computers,
etc. Two particular inventions of
the 20th century that some may
tend to overlook in this category
are the Post-it® and the paperclip.
All who have ever grabbed one of
these handy sticky notes owe a
great deal of thanks to Art Fry
and Spencer Silver. Silver worked
for 3M in the 1960’s and 1970’s
and was assigned, in the late
1960’s, to create a super-strong
adhesive for the company. He
failed miserably at this task and
instead created a super-weak
adhesive. In fact, Silver noticed
that the adhesive could easily be
peeled off surfaces and he latched
onto the idea of  this removable
adhesive. Silver worked for the
next five years trying to present
the product to 3M officials and
come up with ideas to market the
adhesive, as a spray or something,
and he was unsuccessful until
another person entered the
picture: Art Fry.
A Post-it newcomer might only
think they come in the 3x3 inch
yellow square, but let me tell you,

those are the Post-its of  the
1990’s. Now, there is an unlimited
number of  shape, size, and color
options for Post-its. In fact, so
many forms of  Post-its exist that
Staples devotes an entire aisle to
this wonderful product. Think
of  a use, and a perfect size exists,
from marking pages in a book
(1x3) to making a long list of
things to do (4x5). You can use
them for lists, phone messages,
“to do” reminders, quick memos,
and much more.
Art Fry started working for 3M
in the 1950’s and did not come
across Silver and his new
adhesive until the mid-1970’s.
Like a story from a fairy tale, Fry
had a “eureka” moment. While
sitting at Church, Fry, frustrated
that his paper bookmarks in the
hymnal fell out every time he
stood up, took Silver’s adhesive
out of his pocket and stuck it on
the back of a bookmark. Fry
immediately realized that the
bookmark stayed in place and
came off the page without
ruining it. The rest, as they say, is
history.

My favorite part of  Post-its is the
opportunity for color. I usually go
for the neon multi-pack complete
with a vibrant blue, yellow, purple,
pink, and green. Others include
pastels and even patterns. Of
course, the old-school, washed out
yellow shade is still available if  you
are partial to it.
The paperclip is both a marvel of
engineering and a simple tool. On
November 9, 1899, William
Middlebrook, of  Waterbury
Connecticut, received a patent for
the modern paper clip and a
machine to make these paper
fasteners. The product is simple to
make (an oval with an extra loop)
but until the late 1800’s no one
had access to the substance of
steel wire. Once steel wire came
around though, it was not long
until the paper clip was born.
Since Middlebrook’s invention,
many others have been credited
with inventing the paperclip,
presumably because patents were
given out so easily. However, the
product Middlebrook made was
bought in 1899 and marketed
under the brand name “GEM”

and popularized with that exact
moniker. Sure, maybe someone in
the last 100 years tweaked
Middlebrook’s design but that’s
not the point; the point is that
this Connecticut man is at the
heart of one of the greatest
inventions in history.
Similar to Post-its, paperclips
comes in various shapes. The
standard, small size exists for the
smaller piles of  paper. If  you
want to get up to ten plus pieces
of  paper, then the larger size may
be required. Also, paperclips no
longer have to be a boring silver
color. They come in blue, green,
red, white, purple, pink, and every
other color of the rainbow, just
to please the consumer. Between
paperclips and Post-it’s the
standard cubicle desk of the
working world can be made very
colorful.
Post-its hit the aisles of  office
supply stores in 1980 and within
two years were a necessity for
every office, home, school, and
library. They are, with no surprise
to this avid post-it-noter, one of
the five top-selling office products

in the United States. Paperclips
have become an inherent part of
society and culture since they
were invented one hundred and
seven.  When I think of a desk, at
home or at an office, I think of
pens, pencils, paper, paperclips
and Post-its. In the U.S. for sure,
no desk is complete without a
container of paperclips and a pad
(or two) or Post-it notes.
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62 Students Welcomed into Northwest’s NHS
continued from page 1

important pillar to the NHS, will
do the right thing, even when the
right thing is the hard thing to do.
They challenged each individual
to express their true self and true
values, in person and even on
Facebook.  Mr. Garr also
challenged the students to
reexamine their heroes, quoting
famous wrestlers to show their
lack of  defined goals.  The figure
a student admires should
represent the values which the
student is trying to attain.  He
also told the students, “Don’t be
Jack,” since “all work and no play
makes Jack a dull boy.”  Members
of the NHS should enjoy
themselves as well as get good
grades.  In the end, it is not about
how many “A”s you received
during your high school career,
but what you really did with your
time.  It is about your character.
When you meet classmates many
years later in life, you want them
to remember you as the person
who was able to get high grades,
but at the same time, and more
importantly, as a good, helpful
friend.  After a short prayer, the
induction ended with the words
of  the school’s Alma Mater.
Perhaps the students will
remember, and take to heart, the
words of Mark Twain so
eloquently reiterated by Mr. Garr:
“I never let my schooling interfere
with my education.”

2007 NHS Inductees

The Crucible Wows A Full House
By Caitlin Kearns &
Julie Cleary

On the weekend of November
29th to December 2nd,  many
students, faculty, alumni, family,
and friends gathered in the
Mortensen Theater to watch the
Northwest Dramateurs perform
The Crucible by
Arthur Miller.  As
soon as they entered
the theater space,
they realized that
this performance
was going to be
special. The
Mortensen had been
painted entirely
black, and the stage
looked very
different. The set
included wooden
beams on the ceiling
and a floor that was
on an incline, adding
to the perspective of
the scene. Thus,
before the lights even
went down, the
audience had high expectations
for the performance.
Of  course, the drama department
delivered, as this play was by far
one of the most professional and
well-performed shows ever seen
at Northwest. Everyone in the
audience seemed to thoroughly
enjoy the performances and could
really feel the emotion of  the play.
One audience member said, “The
performance was outstanding. All
of the actors and actresses were
brilliant performers and captured
the raw emotion of  the play.”
The Crucible, by Arthur Miller, is
about the Salem Witch Trials. It
tells the fictionalized story of the
events that started these trials. A
group of  young girls, led by
Abigail Williams, was caught
dancing in the woods with a slave
named Tituba. In order to avoid

getting into trouble they began to
place the blame on anyone they
could, with Abigail as their leader.
They accused local women of
witchcraft to dispel the myth that
they were engaging in devil-
worship. The trials quickly spun
out of  control. Elizabeth Proctor
was accused of witchcraft because
Abigail Williams was jealous of
her and loved her husband John
Proctor. John and Elizabeth tried
to end the madness in the town
because they knew the truth
about Abigail, but events had
already gone too far. In the end,
John Proctor was sentenced to
hanging, only able to be saved if
he admitted to the crime of
witchcraft. When he refused to
tarnish his good name with a lie,
he was hanged in the gallows
along with the others accused.
Leading the cast was Chris
Brown, no stranger to Northwest

performances, who played John
Proctor. Chris stated, “It was
challenging to play the role of
John Proctor. I needed to get into
the mindset of a different time
period. It’s a different kind of
role than I usually play. I didn’t
play the lovesick character like I
usually do, which was

refreshing.” Jessica DiFrancesco,
who played Elizabeth Proctor,
was very moving as Chris’s wife.
Kate Wagner, who played Abigail
Williams, also did an amazing job.
She enjoyed playing the dark
character of Abigail, saying, “It
was so much fun to play this type
of character because usually in
plays I’m always cast as a very
sweet character. I also liked the
challenge of having to bring this
person from history back for the
weekend.” The most emotional
performance was by Sophomore
Emma Gonsalves, who played
Mary Warren. An audience
member remarked that Emma’s
acting almost brought her to
tears, especially when Chris’s
character threw her on the
ground during the scene of the
hearing. Emma truly channeled

her character, and this
scene made the audience
feel they were truly in
Salem in the 1690s.
Stephen Lenczewski, who
played Giles Corey, said,
“It was a life changing
experience. The performers
were all beyond amazing.
If I could I would do The
Crucible again and again
as long as I live.” Senior
Brian Flanagan said, “This
was definitely the best role
I have ever played.
Probably the most
challenging part was
having to cry on stage.”

Kate commented on how the cast
was able to handle this difficult
play, “We all went on a trip to
Salem to do research about the
play. It was great because the
whole cast had a great level of
maturity. We all love each other,
we’re like a big family, and this
made the play go off so
smoothly.”
Kristen Bachteler, a junior who
attended the play said, “I think
they really captured the essence
Arthur Miller was trying to
convey.” Everyone who attended
this play had a compliment to
give. Under the guidance of  the
producer and director Mrs. Sara
D. Avery, the cast and crew were
successfully able to bring the
audience sitting in the theater at
Northwest three hundred years
into the past to witness the
emotion of the Salem Witch
Trials.

By Melissa Cartagena

The ACTS (A Chance to Serve)
Class is a course designed to put
into practice the Christian belief
of  service. The class helps
students develop leadership skills
that will last a lifetime and
encourage them to lend a helping
hand to church and community
groups. Each year, the class
instructor, Mrs. Kristina
Gillespie, takes the
students on a weekend
adventure and gives them
the opportunity both to
provide their special gifts
and talents to the people
in the community and to
learn something about
themselves.
Being thrown into a new
environment, the students
naturally felt anxious and
excited. Noelle Bellefleur, a
member of  the ACTS
class, commented, “I was a
little nervous because I
have never interacted with
homeless people. I believed
that only people who are
homeless went to soup
kitchens, but I was very
wrong, sometimes their
pay checks don’t cover all
the bills.”  Brandon
Marshall adds, “I really
didn’t know what to
expect. I heard it would be fun
from other ACTS members.”
The students stayed for five days
at Sacred Heart Parish in
Bloomfield, where they took part
in a variety activities. On Friday,
the class hosted the annual Fall
Ball for the residents of the
Catholic Family Services group
homes at Sacred Heart Church.
They served a potluck dinner and
sponsored a dance for people

living with mental retardation. On
Saturday, the class could be
found at the Y-US retreat house
in Bloomfield.  There they served
lunch, played basketball and
touch football, and took part in
craft projects. Mrs. Gillespie
recalls, “We ended the day playing
a very wild and fun game called
“Wink.”  This was a different
experience than our visits in the

past because we spent the day
with the older kids who are all in
high school, so it was a little
awkward at first.  We were able to
break the ice and ended up
making so many new friends.”
Needless to say, the students had
a life changing experience. “I
realized that we are lucky to have
a roof  over our heads, and food
on the table. Until you see
another way of life you really

don’t appreciate what you have.”
says Noelle. Through these
experiences came life lessons;
Danielle St. Jacques comments, “ I
guess the most important lesson
that I learned was that you really
can’t judge a book by its cover
and assume that just because a
person looks well off it doesn’t
actually mean they are well off.
Everybody needs a little extra

help sometimes, and
fortunately for these people,
they had enough strength to
ask for help!”
The ACTS class brought back
a simple message: that we
should all give a little bit of
kindness to everyone we meet
because there is always
someone less fortunate than
we are. Also, we should
appreciate the blessings that
we have, even when we do not
feel that we have very much. If
you think that a retreat like
the Urban Immersion sounds
appealing to you, listen to this
advice from Brandon
Marshall: “If you don’t put
anything out... you won’t get
anything in return. It is the
best way to forget about
entertainment for a week and
to just be submerged in news
that really should affect you
like those less fortunate,
abused children, and having

fun with other teenagers who
have the same interests as you.”
Danielle St. Jacques adds,
“Majority of  the time, you will
not know what to expect or who
you will meet, but if you are open
to everything you really will get
everything back that you put into
the retreat. By being open to
everything, I met great new
people, and had experiences that
will last a lifetime!”

Fall Urban Immersion Opens Eyes of ‘08 ACTS Students

Alex Marandino (left) and Meg Dees, share
their thoughts about their Urban Immersion

experience with the student body.
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Abigail (Kate Wagner) has a wicked glare.

The emotional performances of Brown and
Gonsalves moved the audience to tears.
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Kristen Bachteler
Angelica Badillo

Kathleen Baldassarre
Catherine Barton*

Hanna Bertoldi
Michael Bonfatto
Nicole Boucher

Kevin Boya
Emelie Buell*

Melissa Cartagena*
Sarah Chambers
Isabel Chavarro

Diana Chin*
Julie Cleary

Matthew Collins
Denis Cronin*
Brooke Denver

Jessica DiFrancesco
Kayleigh Donnelly

James Duncan
Madelyn Filomeno

Mara Gauger
Claire Gostyla
Maura Graham
Joseph Harris

Brittney Huffman
James Jordan*
Lissa Joseph*
Caitlin Kearns
Lauren Kent
Bridget Kiley

William Kinley
Kristina Krupa*
Codie Landsman
Lindsey LeDuc*
Travis Lynch*

Victoria Mansolillo
Rebecca Masciocchi

Nicole Milewski
Sean Murphy

Michael Murray
Cara Oleasz

Uzoma Orchingwa
Christopher Parmanand*

Kaela Paternoster
Drew Pelletier
Lester Primus

Abigaile Sands
Emily Schwartz

Chloe Scobee
John Shevchuk
Mary Sopelak

Katherine Spano*
John Spignesi

Kylie Steadman
Katherine Ulrich

Nina Varney
Sarah White
John Whiting

Kristen Wieber*
James Williams

Elizabeth Winland
*denotes Senior



NEWS
By Sarah White

The Northwest Catholic
Performing Arts department and
school community look forward
to the Christmas Concert every
year. On December 17th, the
Concert Band, String Ensemble,
Wind Ensemble, and Advanced
Jazz Band, as well as Women’s
Choir, Concert Choir, Chamber
Choir, and Jazz Choir, performed
the numbers that they have been
working hard on all year.
The Christmas Concert comes at
the time of year when
everyone is in the
holiday spirit.
Northwest takes part in
these holiday festivities
by performing their own
beautiful renditions of
Christmas classics, as
well as fun medleys that
the whole audience can
sing along with.
Mr. Avery, Mr. Sinclair,
and Dr. Nasta have been
preparing their
respective choirs, bands,
and ensembles for this
concert, and the music can often
be heard through the halls
around the Music room. The
voices and instrumental talents of
the Northwest Performing Arts
Department have been recognized
at many prestigious competitions
over the years, and after hearing
these groups, it is obvious why
they are so highly regarded.
One of  the most memorable
musical sections was the
Advanced Jazz Band, a select
group of  very talented students,
who played up-beat songs such
as “Aftershock” that had the

Art Show and Dance Recital Exhibit Students’ Various Talents

Christmas Concert Sets New Standard of Success

By Rosa Park

This October, during the latest
OARS trip at Riverton,
Connecticut, students gained
much more than the thrill of
rock-climbing or the experience
needed to cooperate with nature.
They formed deep, lasting
friendships with the other
students, regardless of their
differences.
OARS stands for “Outdoor
Adventure, Recreation, and
Survival,” and offers camping
trips twice a year to any interested
students. In most OARS trips,
students participate in “special
challenges” such as rock-climbing,
canoeing, caving, bicycling, or
hiking, and reflect their
experiences in a journal at
night over a period of  two days.
And while such a program seems
to serve only as an opportunity
for camping, if  you look at why
OARS was created, you may
change your ideas about its
purpose. According to Mr.
Tressler, the main supervisor of
OARS, the core mission of this
program is for students to
become a Christian community
through a variety of
activities involving survival in
nature with minimum connection
with the outside world. This
means no iPods, radios, or
portable TVs, only the genuine
trust between one another and,
most importantly, God. Five
goals are also connected with the
core mission of  OARS—to
develop respect for and open the
eyes of students towards God,
themselves, others, and nature; to
encourage personal growth; to
create a Christian community; to
provide students with a sense of
responsibility; and to teach
students to leave as little trace as
possible in nature.
In every OARS trip, Mr. Tressler
reads a poem called “Lifters and
Leaners,” reminding the students

of their possible roles during the
camping experience—either to be
those taking the initiative, boldly
stepping up as “lifters”, or to be
the “leaners” who humbly await
help. Reading such a message to
the students, however, was not
only a traditional “rite” in the fall
OARS trip—it was a destiny
awaiting to be fulfilled. During
the rock-climbing activity, two
main roles were involved—the
climber and the belayer, the
person who controls the rope to
ensure the safety of  the climber.
And while students were able to
enjoy the enthralling excitement
of  climbing Mother Earth’s steep,
rocky back, they also assumed
the roles as “lifters” or
“leaners”—the climbers, acting as
“leaners” by sacrificing their trust
to the belayers; and the belayers,
repaying the “leaners” with their
responsibility of keeping the
climbers safe. In addition to the
rock-climbing activity, the
campers had also played a game
involving non-verbal
communication. Working in
pairs, the “leaners” must wear
blind-folds, following their
leaders only by listening to the
noise of  their claps. The trick to
this game? Complete trust, focus,
and responsibility. This faithful
exchange of trust and
responsibility between one
another knitted the campers
closer together, creating new
friendships. “I love how each
group [in every OARS trip] is
unique, and despite their
differences, everyone ends up
bonding,” said senior leader
Kenny Rossesau. Noelle
Bellefleur, also a senior leader,
had added, “You get to know so
much more about people and
create close bonds like ones
between Kenny and me. [He] and
I are best friends. And once you
go to just one OARS trip, you’ll
get addicted to camping…you
just can’t stop.”

By John Shevchuck

On Saturday January 5, 2008,
Senior Mike Golic represented
Northwest Catholic, the state of
Connecticut, and the region of
New England in the Army All-
American Football game in San
Antonio as one of America’s
most talented high school
football players. The first Army
All-American Football player
from NWC, Mike Golic traveled
to San Antonio, Texas, as a
lineman for the East team. The
65,000 seat Alamodome hosted
this classic American game as
eighty-four players from all over
the country showed their ability.
Golic shares this exceptional
accomplishment with NFL
players Reggie Bush, Vince
Young, and Adrian Peterson.
The Army All-American
experience does not just consist
of  the game, but rather a multi-
day trip for both the players and
their high school coaches. Both
Mike Golic and Northwest Head
Coach Mike Tyler embarked on
an all-expense paid trip to San
Antonio, and Mike participated
in the momentous game shown
live at noon on NBC.
After summer football workouts
in 2004, Coach Tyler recognized
Mike as a player with a great
attitude and work ethic bound to
have a successful high school

Mike Golic Goes All-American

OARS Students Form Lasting Bonds

By Jessica Di Francesco

One of the highlights of the pre-
Christmas season at Northwest is
the semi-annual Art Show and
Dance Recital. The talent for these
shows is provided entirely by the
students of  Mrs. Oates and Mr.
Woodford’s art classes and Ms.
Smith’s dance classes. The event
began at 6:00 pm on December 11
with the art show. Dozens of
beautiful pieces were displayed in
the lobby of the Mortensen
Theatre and the surrounding art
gallery. These pieces range from
clay figures and plaster masks to
gorgeous paintings, ink drawings,
and fascinating photography.
There was an excellent turnout,
and students, parents, and
teachers alike examined the
artwork and enjoyed
refreshments of  cookies, cheese
and crackers, and vegetables and
dip. Around 7:00, the guests
entered the auditorium for the
dance recital. A
stunning display of
what the students
have been learning
over the course of
the semester, the
dance recital included
original student
choreography and an
appearance by
Syncopate, the
Northwest Catholic
dance team. The
event began with a
performance by the
Introduction to Dance and a
tropically-themed rendition of
“Little Saint Nick.” Dance
Repertory Period A followed with

a jazzy interpretation of “Let it
Snow!” Senior Rachael Lathrop
followed with her stalwart

performance of “Man of La
Mancha.” The varsity and junior
varsity teams of Syncopate Dance
Team combined for their

whole audience tapping their feet,
along with traditional Christmas
songs. The String Ensemble
widened the range of talents
portrayed, playing the festive
“God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen”
and the beautiful “Jesu, Joy of
Man’s Desiring” on their violins,
violas, and cellos. The Wind
Ensemble performed “The Bells
of  Christmas” to Mr. Avery’s
narration and the long but
interesting “Second Suite in F for
Military Band,” which featured
four movements including a

march and a blacksmith’s song.
Audience members remarked on
how well all the music students’
talent was portrayed, and it was
clear in all of the sections that
hard work and practice had gone
into the concert; “African Bell
Carol,” a song by the Concert
Band, composed of mainly
freshmen, was one of the
audience’s favorite pieces. The
holiday spirit was clearly seen in
all of  the festive songs.
The numbers sung by the talented
Northwest choirs showcased the
brilliant talents of many

advanced as well as beginning
singers. With solos performed in
many of  the numbers, such as
Jordan Greenberg on “Climbin’
up the Mountain Children,”
performed by the Chamber
Choir, and Chris Brown, Theo
Agnew, Dianna Soucier, and
Meghan McCormack on “Stand
By Me,” an acappella song
performed by the Jazz Choir,
many students were able to show
off  their vocal skills, which were
harmonized perfectly in every
song. The audience also enjoyed

“Try to Remember”
and “Praise His Holy
Name” performed by
the Women’s Choir,
and “I’m Gonna
Rise” by the Concert
Choir. Every student
and their individual
talents were displayed
well by Mr. Avery, in
holiday medleys,
Broadway hits,
acappella numbers,
and solos.
The night concluded
with a festive finale

featuring all of the band and
choir members. Entitled “Merry
Christmas Everyone,” this piece
featured a special guest director,
Kris Kringle! Mr. Sinclair donned
a Santa suit to add a special flair
to this final selection of
Christmas Carols, which also
included special lighting and
snow falling peacefully in the
background. The audience
joyfully sang along to classic
holiday favorites such as “Joy to
the World” and “Silent Night,” in
a delightful end to a wonderful
concert.

career. He has won numerous All-
Conference and All-State awards.
Recruited by Notre Dame as a
center, Mike faces the challenge of
becoming a starting player. Mike
has always been attracted to the
lineman position. He has idolized
New Orleans Saints center Jeff
Faine as well as his uncle and his

accomplished father, who now
co-hosts an ESPN Radio show.
Coach Tyler commented, “It is
hard to tell at this point if Mike
will start in his freshman year.
Either way, he is bound to have a
great career there.”
Northwest Catholic is happy for
Mike’s success and is proud to
have him represent the school. We
hope that his selection and
participation as an Army All-
American is the beginning of
successful career for him.

performance of  Kat DeLuna’s
“Run the Show,” featuring coin
skirts and snazzy hats. Seniors
Shannon Fitzpatrick and
Henrietta Geitz followed with a
beautiful, student-choreographed
performance of  The Nutcracker’s
“Dance of the Sugar Plum
Fairies.” The next piece was a
groovy rendition of Jackson 5’s
“Up on the Housetop” by Dance
Repertory Period H. Following
this was a student-choreographed
hip-hop number by Brandon
Couloute, Bryan Destin, Meghan
Feeney, Merideth Lathrop, and
Rachael Lathrop, entitled
“Christmas Wrappin.”
Introduction to Dance followed
with their ballet number, to the
beautiful “Simple Gifts.” Dance
Repertory Periods A and H
combined for the last piece, a
heart-warming performance of
Joni Mitchell’s “The River,”
featuring the live accompaniment
of  Will Reed on piano and Chris

Brown on vocal.
Company bows were
done to “Christmas
(Baby Please Come
Home!)” and “Do
They Know It’s
Christmas,” with
snow falling in the
background. All in
all, it was a
wonderful evening.
Everyone enjoyed
themselves and the
artwork and dancing
were beautiful.

Congratulations to the Fine and
Performing Arts Department on
a successful evening!

Above: Amanda Perrotti gives a
smile to the audience in “Let It

Snow!”. Below: A dance rep. class
strikes the final pose of “Up on the

House Top.”

The Concert Choir, under the direction of Mr. Avery,
impresses at the Christmas Concert.
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Senior Mike Golic proudly wears
his All-American bowl jersey.



FEATURES
Leap year (n.) a year with an
extra day, inserted every few
years, in order to keep the
calendar year in synchronization
with the seasonal/astronomical
year

Occurs during all years that are
evenly divisible by four (unless it
is also divisible by 100, in which
case it must be divisible by 400 to
qualify as a leap year), meaning
during those years, February has
29, rather than 28 days

Leapling (n.) a person born on
February 29

1956
President Eisenhower
announces his reelection bid

1468
Pope Paul III born

1692
Sarah Good and Tituba
are accused of
witchcraft in Salem, MA

1704
Deerfield, MA, attacked
in the bloodiest battle of
Queen Anne’s War

1736
Ann Lee, founder
of the Shakers,
born

1864
Alice Davenport, silent film
comedic actress, born

1904
American bandleader
Jimmy Dorsey born

1904
Panama Canal
Commission formed

1908
French painter
Balthus born

1915
In South Carolina,
the minimum
working age raised
from twelve to
fourteen

1940
Hattie McDaniel becomes
the first African American
to win an Academy Award
for her role in Gone With the
Wind

1960
Filibuster against
civil rights begun

1960
Agadir, Morocco,
devastated by an
earthquake and resulting
tsunami

1968
Chucky Brown (NBA
forward, Huston
Rockets, Atlanta
Hawks) born

1968
First Grammy
Awards
ceremony held

1968
Kerner Commission
Report, condemning “white
racism” as the cause of
more than 150 riots and
disorders from 1965 to
1968, released

1972
Hank Aaron
becomes the first
player in Major
League Baseball
History to sign a
$200,000 contract

1976
Celebrity Ja Rule born

1992
Voters in the
Republic of  Bosnia
and Herzegovina,
almost unanimously
approve a
referendum on
independence,
prompting Serbian
violence in retaliation

2004
Haitian president Jean-
Bertrand Aristide resigns
following a wide-spread
rebel uprising

Northwest Has Two Leaplings of Its Own
Both sophomore, Bryan Destin
and Mr. John Mirabello were

born on Feburary 29 (in
different years).  Because their
birthdays occur only on leap

years (every 4 years) they are
called “leaplings.”

When were you born?
BD: February 29, 1992
JM: February 29, 1964

How does it feel to be a
leapling?

BD: It feels cool that I don’t
have a regular birthday like

everyone else.
JM: Is that what we were called?

I’ve been called worse so I’ll
take it.  I have always liked how

unique that date is for a
birthday.

When do you celebrate when
it’s not a leap year?

BD: I usually celebrate Feb.28 or
Mar. 1 when it is not a leap year.
JM: I have always celebrated on
March 1, the day after the 28th.

Have you ever met anyone else
with a leap day birthday?

BD: Yes, Mr. Mirabello.
JM: When I was 4 years old, a
friend of mine moved into my

neighborhood a few houses away,
and he is a leap year baby also.

Do you have any weird
birthday memories?

BD: No, not that I can think of.
JM: Not weird but always

interesting.  Many questions
over the years.  There are always

promotions at restaurants and
other places based on the leap

year.

How old are you in leap years?
BD: I am 3 going on 4.
JM: I’ll be 11 this year.

By Emily Schwartz

Thirty days hath September,
April, June, and November:
All the rest have thirty-one,
Except for February,
Which hath twenty-eight days
clear. . .
And twenty-nine in each leap
year!
Every child memorizes this
rhyme to help them remember
how many days are in each
month. But what exactly is the
last line referring to, and
why must the numbers of
days in February change?
Leap year is a year which
has 366 days, instead of
the typical 365. The
extra day included in
each leap year is added
on to the month of
February, and a leap
year occurs
approximately every four
years. This system may
seem simple on the
surface, but there is
actually a long line of
history leading up to the
development of the
calendar we use today.
The history of the leap
year dates back to
ancient times, when
people first recognized
that there was an inherent
problem with a 365 day year.
The amount of time that the
sun took to complete one full
revolution around the earth was
actually slightly more than 365
days, 365.2425 days to be
exact. This means that each
year, the sun does not truly
complete its orbit around the
sun until almost six hours after
our year has ended. Six hours
may seem like a small
difference, but it adds up. For
example, after a century, we
would be behind by a whole
month. This definitely would be
inconvenient, since summer
would not begin until July! We
cannot have one six-hour day
each year, so a new system had
to be developed.
Ancient peoples like the
Assyrians created systems
based upon the phases of the
moon. Their lunar year was
only 354 days, however, so after
three years their calendar
already lagged behind the solar
calendar by an entire month.
To solve this problem, the
Assyrians and other ancient
peoples added “leap months” to
their years from time to time.
The Jews and Arabs later
adopted this same calendar,
with seven out of every
nineteen years having an extra
month. The Romans were very
superstitious and believed that
thirty was an unlucky number.
Therefore, they only had
months of twenty-nine or thirty-
one days, except February,
which had twenty-eight days.
Because there were twenty-nine
days instead of thirty in the
months, they had to add an
extra month every two years.
They named this extra month
Mercedonius, and it consisted
of twenty-two or twenty-three

days. This system was still quite
vague and inefficient, so in 45
BC, Caesar ordered that it be
reformed. One year was 445
days long, and the next year
began 365-day years. Much
like today, every fourth year
was a leap year consisting of
366 days, and it was called the
Julian calendar. This calendar
was so effective that it lasted for
1537 years. Containing only
eleven minutes and fourteen
seconds of error, the Julian

calendar was good, but not
good enough! Finally, in 1582
AD, we arrived at the present-
day calendar, known as the
Gregorian calendar. The
Council of  Trent authorized
Pope Gregory XIII to reform
once more, and October 4th,
1528 was the official last day of
the Julian calendar in Poland,
Portugal, Italy, and Spain.
Father Christopher Clavius did
the math, and came up with a
calendar that was almost
perfectly accurate. The
Gregorian calendar contains a
mere twenty-seven seconds of
error, amounting to one day
missed for every 3236 years.
This calendar is almost
identical to the Julian calendar,
with just a few more rules which
make it more accurate.

According to the Gregorian
calendar, every year divisible
by four is a leap year, except
years that are divisible by one
hundred, which are not leap
years unless they are also
divisible by four hundred, in
which case it still is a leap year.
There is no such thing as a
perfect calendar, but the
Gregorian calendar is the most
accurate yet.
As with all holidays, there are
special traditions which

developed for Leap Day. In
1934, a woman named Sadie
Hawkins was having trouble
getting a man to propose to her,
and was upset with the fact that
women were not allowed to be
the ones to propose. On
February 29, 1934, an article
was published regarding
Sadie’s dilemma in The
Baltimore Sun. In response, the
women in Baltimore all “ran
after men to propose to them
that day.” Ever since then,
Leap Day has taken on a
second title: Sadie Hawkins’
Day, and it is traditional for
women to propose marriage to
men on Leap Days. So, girls,
February 29 is your day!
February 29, 2008 is right
around the corner, so have a
very happy Leap Day!

Except for February, Which Hath 28 Days Clear...and 29 Each Leap Year!!

By Mary Kate Kearney
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HALLOWEEN

Best Group From a Movie: “The Wizard of Oz”
Kelsey Cahalan, Meghan McCormack, Erin Neagle,

Emma Higgins, Megan Dees, Nora Regan, Alex
Marandino

Moderators’ Choice: “Blue Man Group”
Josh Garcia, Jasmine Clayton, Judith Appah

Most Beautiful: “The Disney Princesses”
Noelle Bellefleur, Celina Marquis, Hannah Pelton,

Stacie Provencher, Amanda Perrotti
Most Original: “Prince”

Lucius Couloute
Best Group(s):

“Flinstones” and “Nerds”
Megan Clark, Ida Cance, Ashley Gostyla, Joe Buda,

Eric Kelly; Maya Dean, Taylor Carter, Sheena
Harrigan, Elena Washington, Patrice Hubert, Sydney

Brown
Scariest: “Scream”

Frank Bruskey
Funniest: “Teachers”

Greg Peterson (Mrs. Barrett), Bobby Prignano (Mrs.
Phillips), Tito Gautier (Mr. Sinclair)

People’s Choice: “Mr. Clapper”
Will Dodds

And the winners are...
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Inside Out: Alana Macchi, Mr. Carlson, Josh Garcia, and Elena Washington
What would people be surprised to

learn about you?

Alana Macchi: People are always
surprised to know that I’m

petrified of  dogs.

Mr. Cory Carlson: In college I
shaved my head every year.

Josh Garcia: Photography is one
of  my biggest hobbies.

Elena Washington: I was a
competitive ice skater from age 6
to 13, and I love snowboarding

(surprise!).

If you could be anyone else at
Northwest for a day, who would

you be, and why?

AM: I’d want to be Grace
VanVranken. She’s stealth.

CC: Mr. Reese, because he gets an
air-conditioned office and his

own bathroom.

JG: Mr. Mirabello, because he’s
one classy fella.

EW: Antonio Miranda, definitely.
He holds the world in his hand,
and we don’t even know it, and

because he is secretly a Ninja
Turtle (Raphael).

If you were stranded on a desert
island, who would you want to be

stranded with, and why?

AM: I’d want to be stranded with
George W. Bush or Dick Cheney,
because George is obviously very
strategic in tight situations, and

Dick knows how to work
firearms really well.

CC: Alyssa Milano, next
question.

JG: Diana Chin, because she can
make a fire from scratch and

would be able to build an
excellent coconut hut for shelter.

EW: Judith Appah, because you
can count on her to have a book-
bag full of snacks and one book.

What words of wisdom do you live
by?

CC: “For me, the action is the
juice.”

JG: “We gain strength, courage,
and confidence by each experience

in which we really stop to look
fear in the face…we must do that

which we think we cannot.” –
Eleanor Roosevelt

EW: You’re only as fast as the last
one struggling, so help them out.

What three things could you not
live without?

AM: Music, Boston, and caffeine

CC: Coffee, baseball, my family

JG: Family, friends, and my iPod

EW: My cell phone, music (by any
means), and BK Chicken Fries

Who or what always makes you
laugh?

AM: When my
father kicks my
brother at the

dinner table and
then my mother

threatens to never
cook again.

CC: The Crew in
the History
Department

JG: Rooty Tooty
Fresh N’ Frooty Big

Mama Judy a.k.a. Judith Appah

EW: My friends, I guess…

What would be the first thing you
would do if you won 10 million

dollars?

AM: First thing I would do is
give enough to my parents and
my brother so they could live
somewhat financially carefree.

With what’s left over I’d probably
use to move out.

CC: Buy a house and rebuild the
Northwest locker room facility.

JG: I’m a pretty simple guy so I’d
probably just buy a mansion that

has a moat infested with
alligators, voice recognition

rooms that allow you to adjust
the room temperature, an

underwater cave where I’d keep
my killer whale named Lucy, and

laser beams that shoot at
trespassers on immediate impact

of touching my cobblestones—ya
know, nothing too complicated.
I’d also trademark the phrase,

“Just Joshing Ya.”

EW: Buy a T.V. station, and try
my hardest to be the next Oprah.

What annoys you the most?

AM: Close-mindedness annoys
me the most.

CC: Rolling backpacks and
wasted talent

JG: People who don’t flush

EW: When you have a shirt
with cufflinks, and the second

arm buttons are not
buttoned—ooh, it annoys me

so.

What would be your personal
theme song?

AM: “Thriller” for all of the
obvious reasons

CC: “Every Rose Has Its
Thorn” by Poison

JG: “Work This Out”—High
School Musical 2.  It’s a classic.

EW: Any song from the “Sister
Act II” soundtrack

What would your first action as
President of the United States be?

AM: Legalize medical marijuana.

CC: Attempt to end world
hunger

JG: To work on the United
States’ healthcare crisis

EW: Expose how easy it is to
become President…shoot, I made

it here!

What movie could you watch over
and over again, and why?

AM: Um, “A Beautiful Mind”
because I like movies that are

based off  factual events or people.

CC: “National Lampoons:
Christmas Vacation” because I

like to laugh.

JG: “Ghost”—Whoopi Goldberg
can do no wrong in my book.

EW: “10 Things I Hate About
You”

If the whole world were
listening, what would you say?

AM: Live and let live.

CC: Hello God!  I’m a Red Sox
fan…it’s nice to see you again!

JG: Stop taking life so
seriously and have some fun.
Live life as if it were your last
day because one day it will be.

EW: Come and knock on my
door!

If you could ask God any one
question, what would it be?

EW: “What is your plan for my
life?” because I’m tired of making

mistakes.

If you could have only one food for
the rest of your life (assuming that

this strange situation would not
affect your health), which food

would you choose?

AM: Pasta because it’s all I know,
and because it can be prepared so

many different ways.

CC: Stuffed shrimp

JG: Texas RoadHouse rolls

EW: Godiva chocolate cake.  It’s
like a party in your mouth.

If you could hear what someone
was thinking for a day, who would

you choose, and why?

AM: Mr. Garr because he’s
severely knowledgeable and I

love his personality.

CC: Beth Casey, because I would
love to know what she really

thinks about help@nwcath.org.

JG: Paula Dean, so I could make
some scrumptious cheesecakes.

EW: Hmm…Brendan Jasper,
definitely, even though he says
nothing’s going on up there.

What is your greatest ambition in
life?

AM: To be genuinely happy

CC: To be a good coach,
respected teacher and great father

someday.

JG: To look back on my life when
I am older and have no regrets

EW: To go to Spelman [College].

Who is your hero, and why?

AM: My brother.  Mostly I
admire his ambition and ability to

make the best out of bad
situations.

Alana Macchi
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Josh Garcia

CC: My father.  He was
always there for me

growing up.

JG: Ellen Degeneres,
because she has been

through so many
hardships in her life and
triumphed over each one.

EW: Keisha Knight-
Pulliam, “Rudy” from the
“Cosby Show.”  She went

to Spelman [College]!

If you could live anywhere
in the world where would

you live?

AM: Boston or London.

CC: Yellowstone National Park

JG: New Zealand

EW: Fiji, to see if  the bottled
water tastes the same.

If you could manage any
professional sports team, what

team would you choose?

AM: I’d resign from the position.
I can’t manage much of anything.

CC: Boston Red Sox

JG: The Alaskan Dog Sledding
Team

EW: The Washington Redskins—
beautiful people.

What would be the title of your
autobiography?

AM: Socially Unacceptable and
Politically Incorrect

CC: The Cory Carlson Story:
“How Immaturity Catapulted Me

to the Top”

JG: Insert Witty Title Here

EW: BK Chick Fries Are Made of
Chicken…The Story of My Life

What magazine do you always look
forward to getting in the mail?

AM: J.Crew catalogue

CC: “Baseball America”

JG: “Entertainment Weekly”

EW: “Jet”—they always have
entertaining cover

stories.

What random fact are
you most proud to

know?

CC: There are 108
stitches on a standard
major league baseball.

JG: In the movie “The
Departed,” whenever

any of the main
characters’ deaths are

coming, there is an
“X” somewhere on

the screen in reference
to “Scarface” (1932).

EW:
Hippopotomonstrosesquippedaliophobia

is the fear of long words.
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Mr. Carlson

Elena Washington
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FEATURES
By Kristen Bachteler

At the beginning of the 2007-2008
school year, Northwest Catholic
introduced a new method of
dealing with disciplinary issues:
the demerit card system, a
modification of the detention
system that was previously used.
Besides being “blue and visually
stunning” and “having a pretty
stamp,” as some students have
said, demerit cards have had an
overall positive impact on the
faculty and students of
Northwest Catholic. One of the
major benefits of the demerit card
system for the students is the idea
of  “five strikes,” or chances,
before you actually receive a
detention. When asked about the
benefits of  demerit cards, Junior
Maura Graham said “Simply
because you get a demerit, NOT a
detention!” Some teachers have
noted the upsides of the demerit
card system, including improved
uniform adherence and a less
confrontational exchange. All a
teacher has to say is, “Give me
your demerit card,” and the
matter is solved.
If you are fortunate enough to
still have an unblemished demerit
card and are unfamiliar with how
this new system works, here is a
brief overview: At the beginning
of  the school year, each student
receives a blank demerit card.
Each card has five lines for
offenses and matching teacher
signatures. Students receive
demerits for various infractions,
such as dress code violations,
inappropriate language, being in
the hall without a pass or
acceptable reason, or lateness to
the cafeteria. Students are
expected to carry their demerit
cards at all times. For each
demerit received, teachers or
administrators will initial the
card. After a student accumulates
five demerits, they receive an office
detention. If a student fails to
present the demerit card to a
teacher or administrator, they will
receive an automatic office
detention. Once the card is filled,
the teacher or administrator will
take possession of it and turn it
into the office for processing. The
student then receives a new card.
It is important to note that
intentional dress code violations,
such as wearing clothing that is
not part of  the dress code, will
result in an immediate office
detention.

The most attractive benefit of the
demerit card system is the idea of
“five chances.” In the past, many
students received detentions for
unintentional, “innocent”
mistakes that were deemed
worthy of  detentions.  Through
all the hustle and bustle of the
halls, lockers, and especially
backpacks, the tail of  your shirt
becomes loose and appears out
from under your sweater or
blazer. Your locker gets jammed,
you get stuck in hallway “traffic,”
or you have the unfortunate
schedule that takes you from

Mortensen to Room 605 and you
get stuck in the hall without a
pass. These occurrences are
usually rare and the student
committed the “offense”
unintentionally. Enter demerits!
Instead of a detention, you
simply receive a demerit. In the
new system, you are given an
opportunity to correct whatever
it is you failed to do properly. In
order to receive a detention, you
must accumulate five demerits.
Junior Emily Schwartz, who
remembers the pre-demerit card
days said, “[Demerit cards] lessen
your chance of getting a
detention. Although teachers are
more likely to comment on your
uniform, you still have less of  a
chance of getting a detention
because you have five chances.”
This policy decreases the
possibility of getting a detention,
and we all know that fewer
detentions means happier
students, teachers, most of all,
and parents.
The institution of the demerit
card system has not only

benefited the students of
Northwest Catholic, it has had a
positive impact on the some of
the teachers. In the past, many
teachers would give students
numerous warnings before giving
a student a detention. Demerit
cards have simplified how
teachers deal with disciplinary
issues. If  a teacher witnesses a
uniform violation or sees a
student in the hall without a pass,
they simply just ask the student
to present his or her demerit card,
no questions asked. Adherences
to the dress code and fewer

uniform infractions are sure to
make teachers happy. When
asked her opinion on demerit
cards, Mrs. Rousseau said, “First
of  all, the punishment for having
your uniform in disarray isn’t as
severe. I think it is helping people
to wear their uniforms in a neater
fashion, it is not as sloppy.” Some
teachers have noticed steady
improvement including Mrs.
Sibley who noted, “Small
increments of improvement are
noticed.” Ms. Hart, who prefers
the demerit card system, has also
noticed, “They are less
confrontational than a
detention.”
The future of demerit cards and
their home at Northwest Catholic
looks bright. A decreased
possibility of detention and an
incentive to adhere to the uniform
are both factors that have
contributed to demerit cards’
positive impact on Northwest.
Why wouldn’t you want “five
chances” before getting a
detention?

By Keating McKeon

The year 2007 certainly was a
challenging one for the Islamic
Republic of  Pakistan.  The
country’s main problem was a
strong resurgence of militant,
radicalized Islam, a revival that
manifested itself in some forty
suicide bombings over the course
of  the year, killing a total of  seven
hundred people.  Besides these
bombings, militants spent the
year clashing with soldiers and
police, the most notable battle
being fought from July 3 to July
10, a conflict that resulted in the
deaths of  one hundred people.
The radicals also asserted their
power by seizing the
northwestern Swat Valley, a
major tourist destination.  All of

these violent happenings seem to
be linked to the revitalized
Taliban forces that have
reorganized themselves and
resumed the fight in Afghanistan
with gusto.  These fighters often
use the tribal areas of Pakistan as
a refuge, influencing the tribal
population, and thus, through a
sort of “trickledown theory,”
influencing radicals in the major
cities of Pakistan.
This series of bloody outbursts
has been just one of the problems
faced by the United States backed
president of Pakistan, Pervez
Musharraf.  Musharraf  has
struggled to retain control over
his increasingly chaotic country,
frequently utilizing violent and
radical methods of his own.  His
own government has turned on

him to some degree, with the
Supreme Court challenging his
right to hold the presidency while
remaining as head of  the military.
On the verge of declaring
emergency rule in August,
Musharraf was finally talked out
of this drastic measure by United
States Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice, but in
November, after having won a
second term as president,
Musharraf instituted emergency
rule, despite criticism from the
international community.
In October, before emergency rule
had been declared, former Prime
Minister Benazir Bhutto had
returned to Pakistan, vowing to
challenge Musharraf’s presidency.
Bhutto’s return marked
Pakistan’s deadliest ever terrorist

attack, with two suicide bombers
trying to kill her.  They failed to
kill her, but ending up killing
more than one hundred and forty
innocent bystanders.
When Musharraf finally ended
the oppressive emergency rule on
December 17th, things seemed to
be looking up for Pakistan;
Musharraf had survived mass
protests without being
overthrown, and had only the
January, 2008 parliamentary
elections to fear.  However, on
December 27th, the country was
again thrown into turmoil with
the assassination of Bhutto, who
was shot to death during an
election rally outside of
Islamabad.  Protests and riots
immediately broke out in
Pakistan’s major cities, killing

fifty-eight people and triggering
further fears about sustained
turbulence.  Since then, things
have ratcheted down only slightly,
and Musharraf has provoked
further anger by delaying the
elections until February 18th,
citing concerns about unrest.
However, international and
domestic critics question the
validity of  Musharraf ’s supposed
dedication to free and fair
elections.
Pakistan has experienced turmoil
in the past, but the conflicts of
2007 were especially violent and
chaotic, bringing the unrest to an
even higher plane.  Based on the
events that have already unfolded
in this new year, it seems that, for
Pakistan, 2008 doesn’t promise
much better.

A Country in Turmoil: Pakistan Reaches New Heights of Political and Social Chaos

Point-Counterpoint: Does Demerit Card System Do More Harm Than Good?
Point: Demerit Cards Benefit Students and Teachers Alike

By Adam Mortillaro

At the beginning of the school
year, the administration sought to
limit the number of minor rule
violations such as out of
uniform, tardiness, foul language,
and walking the hallways without
a pass.  Before this year, after
personal detentions, the next
official punishment was an office
detention, which seemed a bit
much for an untucked blouse or
a ten-second tardiness to class.
To resolve this problem, the
school created demerit cards for
each student to carry at all times.
The theory was that when a
teacher witnessed a rule being
broken, the teacher would sign
the demerit card as a form of an
official warning.  When the card
was filled up (five signatures), it
would be turned in to the office,
and the student would receive an
office detention.  This system is
meant to be a deterrent to
troublemakers, but also a chance
to escape detention through a
written warning.
This system is unnecessary and
fails to solve the problem of rule-
breaking, as most teachers seem
reluctant to use the demerit cards
and students have a hard time
keeping track of them.  When
hurrying from one class to
another, both teachers and
students rarely have the time to
stop, rummage through a
backpack, and fill out the card
before continuing on their way.
While it is a well-intentioned
system, it is too time-consuming.
In addition, the demerit cards
defeat the purpose of creating a
standard of punishment.  It is
not fair that a student walks free
with an untucked shirt in one
hallway because he or she
encountered a teacher who does
not use the system, while another
may receive a demerit from a
teacher who does in the another
hallway.  There needs to be a set
procedure.  Either all teachers
should give demerits, which seems
impossible, as not all rule-
breaking can be discovered, or no
one should give demerits.
Rather than try to strengthen the
demerit system, the
administration should revert to
the old verbal warnings.  Not all
acts worthy of demerits can be
punished, so why not simply
remind a student that they are
late for class or out of uniform?

If adopted, the number of
detentions would drop while still
accomplishing the original goal of
stamping out school-code
violations.
The benefits of a verbal warning
system far outweigh those of the
demerit cards.  Teachers are no
longer demoted to the “bad guy”
role, building a stronger
relationship with the students.
The number of detentions
resulting from filled out cards
would decrease dramatically.
Less detentions means less time
teachers have to spend after
school proctoring the students.
Verbal warnings also provide
positive reinforcement of the
rules, gradually eliminating any
transgressions that might occur
in the hallway.
History Department Chairman
Mr. Garr also had demerits at his
high school, St. Ignatius, in
Cleveland.  According to him,
each demerit was worth one
detention called “JUG” or Justice
under God.  When caught
breaking a rule, the student “had
his card confiscated and in order
to get it back, he had to show up
at detention.”  When a student
was discovered without his
demerit card, he received five
detentions.  This system, however
effective it was at St. Ignatius,
does not seem to work here in
West Hartford.  “I don’t think
you can implement something like
a demerit card at Northwest
overnight,” Mr. Garr says.
“Everyone is on a different page
as to what is a demerit and what
is not.”  According to him,
demerits are not a bad thing; they
are just not used very effectively.
Mr. Garr also thinks the other
downside of demerits is their
vulnerability to be duplicated.  It
was recently discovered that
students were copying them in
mass quantities to avoid ever
having to turn one into the office.
This defeats any purpose the
cards may serve.
Some might argue that verbal
warnings do nothing to stop the
offense from occurring again.
However, if  a verbal warning is
repeated over and over, then a
detention should be given.
Eventually, all repeat offenders
will realize the error in their ways
and change to avoid future
detentions.  Until then, we should
save time for students and
teachers alike.

Counterpoint: Former System Worked
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By Sam Corey

The Northwest Catholic Boys
Soccer team improved their
performance from their last
season, when they lost in the
State Quarterfinals. This year,
Boys Varsity Soccer team came
within one victory of competing
for the Class S title.
Northwest began the season
with a 6-6 record. The pivotal
game was when they faced
archrival East Catholic for the
second time. Although East
had previously beaten
Northwest 7-2, Manny Simpini
and Omari Comrie helped shut
down East Catholic’s offense,
and Jakquan Jackson and Jack
Randazzo led the NWC offense
to a 1-0 victory.  “The game
against East Catholic was our
most important win of the
season,” Boris Garcia comments.
“We missed five starters, but the
JV players that were called up
stepped up their game and played
well. Jack and Jakquan led the
team. It was a great game because
we lost 7-2 the first game, but we
won this game 1-0.” This game
proved to be a critical victory for
the Indians, since it sparked a 4-1
run heading into States, after
which Northwest would finish
the season with a strong 9-7
record.
On a chilly November 7
afternoon, playing at home on a
chewed-up field, Northwest faced

Wheeler High School in the
opening game for states. Despite
the unfavorable conditions,
Northwest completely dominated
their opponent 4-0. After
defeating Wheeler, Northwest
faced Shepaug Valley, the seventh-
ranked team in Class S with a 10-
6-1 record. Jack Randazzo scored
the tiebreaking goal in the second

half, and the Indians won by a
final score of 3-1. Northwest was
matched up against Litchfield,
ranked second in Class S, heading
into the State Quarterfinals.
Despite their position as
underdogs, Northwest defeated
Litchfield 4-2 on a game-clinching
penalty kick by Boris Garcia.
After upsetting Litchfield,
Northwest was very confident
heading into the Semifinal duel
against number eleven Kolbe
Cathedral (7-6-2). Unfortunately,
Northwest was defeated in a
hard-fought game 1-0.
The reason for the boys’ success
was the contributions by their
teammates. Leading in scoring

was Jakquan Jackson with 22
goals, followed by Ted Randazzo
with 5 goals, Jack Randazzo with
5 goals, Omari Comrie with 4
goals, Manny Simpini with 2
goals, and Will Dodds with 1
goal. Leading in goals-assisted
were Ted Randazzo with 14
assists, followed by Jack
Randazzo with 5 assists, Jakquan
Jackson with 4 assists, and Omari
Comrie with 4 assists. Stellar in
goal was freshman Michal
Kucharz, finishing with a record
of  10-6 and making 120 saves,
and sophomore Patrick Kearney
with 14 saves and a 2-2 record.
Jakquan Jackson was awarded
with All-Conference and All-State
recognition.
Although the boys’ team came up
short of a championship, their
success should not be
overlooked. The Indians rallied
late in the season to overcome
struggles in the beginning. “We
didn’t have much chemistry in the
beginning of the season,”
Jakquan Jackson commented,
“but we developed as a team
throughout the season. We were
able to go further than people
expected.” There is hope that the
team will continue its success into
next season as well. “The JV
players will step up and prove
themselves.” Omari Comrie
believes that “the other
upperclassmen and I will try to
score as many goals as we can
and will lead the team.”

Every Fall Sports Team Achieves Excellence in the State Competitions
Boys’ Soccer Team Fights Its Way to Semifinals

By Angelica Badillo

Northwest Catholic’s Girls
Varsity Field Hockey team had an
outstanding year. The team
wrapped up its season with ten
wins, five losses, and one tie in
overtime. The varsity team, which
is only in its second year, made it
to the first round of the state
championship.
Three captains—seniors Dianna
Soucier, Nora Regan, and Alex
Marandino—led the 2007 season.
These girls have participated with
the team since its beginnings,
playing key roles in the success of
the season. Dianna Soucier was
nominated for first team All-
State, and she played in the senior
All-Star game. Alex Marandino
was honored with the Coach’s
Award for her exemplary
sportsmanship. Soucier plans to
continue her athletic career in
college, while Regan remains open
to the possibility of trying a new
sport, and Marandino is unsure.
The varsity team also has their
coaches to thank for their
success—Jill Mullady and her
father Bill “Mo” Mullady, a
Northwest graduate. Both he and
his daughter Jill are experienced
scholastic athletes. The coaches
are described by the team as
having a good sense of  humor,
but also the ability to command
focus when the game becomes
serious. Marandino considers her

coaches “friends on and off the
field.”
The field hockey team has made a
drastic improvement from the
previous year. The captains credit
this improvement to the strong
sense of unity among the team
members. Soucier said, “I’ll miss
the strong bond between the girls
and knowing where they are
going to be when the ball is
passed.” Marandino adds that all
the girls were valuable players:
“We would not have gone as far
as we did without every single
member on the team.” Highlights
of the season include a goal by
Kayleigh Donnelly, junior, scored
backwards! Ali Gualtieri, junior,
has also been praised by her
captains as being “a phenomenal”
goalie, and has been given much
credit for the winning season.
Regan comments that next season
will be a “building year” as the
field hockey team will be losing
thirteen of its seniors and seven
starters. She hopes the team will
continue working towards a
unified bond. Marandino adds
that the girls should continue to
“keep up the hard work and
strive to perform to the best of
their abilities.” The girls varsity
field hockey team should be
commended for the great
improvements they made on the
way to becoming a winning team,
as they are models of a strong
work ethic and good
sportsmanship.

Field Hockey Program Grows

Volleyball Serves Up Great SeasonFootball Competes in States for 3rd Time in 4 Years
By Celina Marquis

This year, the football team had
another winning season. With a
record of  8 wins and 3 losses,
Northwest has added to its list of
merits the prestigious titles of

Nutmeg Conference Champions
and Class S Semi-Finalists.
For the first time in school
history, five players were
nominated for the 2007 All-State
Football team. This is a high
honor, because the selection is
made by votes from high school
football coaches throughout the
state. The players chosen were
Kevin Eagan, defensive end;
Jacob Golic, wide receiver;
Michael Golic Jr., offensive center;
Dean Spence, defensive safety;
and Nathan Tyler, linebacker.
“This group…is a close bunch
that brought a lot of respect to
our program. They should be
commended for all their class
both on and off  the field,” says
Mr. Reese.
With a long list of  awards and
noteworthy achievements, these
five student athletes have pushed

the football program to
unprecedented success. Bringing
the squad to their first playoffs in
2004 and then returning in 2005
and 2007, these athletes have
certainly raised the bar for
Northwest. In addition, these
students helped Northwest reach
three consecutive Nutmeg League
Championships, another first for
the school.
Also to be commended are those
players who earned the title of
All-Conference: Dean Spence,
Michael Golic Jr., Jacob Golic,
Brendan Jasper, Michael Eagan
Jr., Lucius Couloute, Nathan
Tyler, and Nick Balkun. “Our
players worked great together
as a team. We have a
tremendous group of young
men who care about and
respect each other,” says
Coach Tyler.
Probably one of  the highlights
of  this year’s season was the
Thanksgiving game against
Plainville High School. After
an intense game, Northwest
beat Plainville with a score of
36-12. According to Coach
Tyler, his favorite memory of this
season was seeing the “happy
faces of the players after beating
them and knowing we were going
to the playoffs.”
On Tuesday, November 27th,
Northwest took on Ansonia in
the most highly anticipated game
of the season. Northwest, ranked
as number 4 in the state took on
undefeated Ansonia, ranked
number 1, and lost in a close
game with a score of 25-7. When
asked which of all the games was
the most difficult, Mr. Reese, head
of the Athletic Department,

stated that the game at Ansonia
was truly challenging because “we
were only a couple of plays from
turning the game around. It has
to be some of the hardest hitting
I have seen at the high school
level.”
This season, one of  Northwest’s
biggest rivals was Berlin High
School. “They really put it to us
in the past. The past three years,
Coach Tyler and his staff  have
made adjustments and really
turned things around,” says Mr.
Reese. These improvements have
worked, for at the end of the

season, Northwest claimed a 34-6
victory over the previously
undefeated Berlin.
The Indians, with the newly
gained title of Class S semifinalist,
finished the season with an
impressive 8-3 record. A huge
thanks goes out to our entire
community for the support that
they showed the team this season.
Congratulations to the North-
west Varsity Football team for
such an amazing season, and the
school looks forward to Fall 2008
for another impressive display of
talent.

By John Whiting

Despite a rocky start, this was a
record-breaking year for
Northwest Catholic Girls
Volleyball. “The Volleyball team
had an impressive year with an
overall improvement to the
program,” said Athletic Director
Joshua Reese. This year’s team, led
by senior captains Audra
Wooldridge and Casey Curry, did
not let their first three losses
bring them down.
Casey stated that the team had
great chemistry, and everyone got
along very well. Their tenacity
and hard work paid off nicely
this season when they persevered
and qualified for the Class S State
Tournament. The team’s success
began with their first exciting win
against the respectable Rocky Hill
team. The team then proceeded to
beat rival East Catholic as well as
St. Paul, Middletown, and
Plainville. Three disappointing
losses to Berlin, RHAM, and
Farmington followed, but the
team soon returned to their
winning ways with another
victory over Rocky Hill and
continued by defeating
Bloomfield. Casey Curry said,
“Our win against Bloomfield was
key, to help us get our 9th win to
make it to the state tournament.”
Their second meeting with East
Catholic did not go as well as the
first, but the team regained
footing with a second successful
defeat of St. Paul. The team had
second match-ups with
Middletown and Plainville that
both resulted in victories of 3-2,
to end the team’s regular season
with an overall winning record of
10-8. Despite suffering their third

loss to RHAM in the first round
of the Conference tournament,
they were still qualified to play in
the State “Class S” tournament.
The team came back strong to
beat the 14th-ranked Hartford
Sports and Medical Science
Academy, 3-0, in the first round.
In the second round, Northwest
went up against the number 1
team, Haddam-Killingworth, and
was defeated 3-2.  Regarding their
showing at the state tournament,
co-captain Audra Wooldridge
said, “What I’m most proud of
was how we played in the second
round against Haddam-
Killingworth because they are a
highly ranked team in the state
and we really kept up with them
… I think that overall, we went
out with a bang because we
played that game like NWC
volleyball is supposed to be
played.”
In summing up the season, Audra
said, “The past ’07 varsity season
made it farther, in terms of our
record and how far we went in
the state tournament, than any
other NWC volleyball team in the
history of  the school.” At the Fall
Sports Awards Night, head coach
Mr. Patrick Douglas, presented
Maddy Deneen with this year’s
Coach’s Award and Casey Curry
received the Most Valuable Player
(MVP) Award. Coach Douglas
also recognized Casey for her
selection to both the Northwest
Conference All Tournament Team
and All Conference Team. Reese
has high hopes for Northwest
Volleyball, saying, “The future
looks very bright as several
young players will return from
this year’s squad.”

James Italia outplays the opposition.

Lucius Couloute drives forward.
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Nathan Tyler shows tough defense.
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SPORTS
By Jake Spignesi

The Northwest Catholic Indoor
Track team began the season with
yet another great start. Their first
meet was a long night spent
competing against the entire
Northwest Conference. The
opposing teams included schools
such as East Catholic, RHAM,
Farmington, St. Paul, and Rocky
Hill. It proved to be a small
preview of what the rest of the
season would entail, with many
Northwest athletes qualifying for
States early on. Among the many
athletes performing extremely well
were the all-star Jasper brothers,
Brendan and Alden, Eric
Kennedy, Ida Cance, and Ashley
Gostyla. On another high note,
the boys 4x2 relay team,
consisting of  Alden Jasper, Eric
Kennedy, Trenton Jackson, and
Manny Simpini, gave a strong
performance and came in third.
The girls 4x2 relay team made up
of  Maya Dean, Taylor Carter,
Krissy Krupa, and Ida Cance
beat rival Berlin and placed first
in the event. Senior Ashley
Gostyla placed third in the
draining 600 meter race.
Consistent workhorse Gen
Quinn gave yet another
outstanding performance in the
girls long distance events.
The senior captains for this year
are Meg Clark, Ida Cance,
Brendan Jasper, Gen Quinn, and
Dennis Cronin, helped by large
number of  other seniors. When
asked about the upcoming
season, senior leader Ashley
Gostyla responded that she has
high hopes. “I feel that we have
the potential to be amazing.” said
Gostyla, “ We have really strong
athletes and very strong relay
teams. Our work ethic is key. We
always work hard but we never
over-push it. We come to practice
every day and work, but we
know how to have fun and that’s

what helps us the most. We have a
balance that allows us to compete
to our best on every level.”
The team also features two senior
newcomers to the team this
season. Tito Gautier throws the
shotput, and Kevin Leuenberger
is a sprinter and jumper.  Even
though he may be a rookie to the
sport, Gautier is catching on fast.
Performing tremendously well for
his first meet ever, he
accomplished his longest throw
of thirty-four feet.  Tito is
enjoying track thoroughly,
saying, “I love it and it’s so much
fun.  It’s a challenging sport, but
once you get it down it’s
rewarding.  My favorite part
about it all is being on the team.
We have such a strong team and
we’re all closely bonded which
allows us to have a good time.”
As the leader of the shotput, All-
Stater Brendan Jasper, is on his
way to yet another great season.
In spite of his lingering elbow
injury sustained during football
season, he managed to work
through the pain and give
tremendous throws of  forty-four,
forty-two, and forty-five feet.
Asked about the first competition
of  the year, Brendan had this to
say, “The meet went well.  It was
our first meet of the season and
everyone performed great. There’s
always room for improvement,
and with our great coaches and
determined athletes, we have the
potential for a great season.”
Captain Ida Cance added, “Since
we had a lot of  new people, we
were really impressed by the new
talent on the team.” It is clear to
all that the chemistry is there.
Featuring strong captains and
seniors, many returning leaders
from last year’s team, a dedicated
coaching staff, and the team’s
consistently superb work ethic,
Northwest Catholic Track is well
on its way to yet another great
year.

because of the dynamic offense
and the arsenal of scoring
weapons the team had. The
offensive duo of Shannon
Morales and Shealagh Begley was
overpowering as they lit up the

score board and kept Mr.
Woodford busy in the
announcer booth announcing
goals. Both were All-
Conference players, as
expected, and Shannon
Morales was All-State as well.
The offense scored an
astounding fifty-one goals in
the 19 games they played, not
a shock to anyone who saw
their skill when they had the
ball around their feet. They
were truly exciting to watch.
This team proved that it had
both braun and brains by

having eight All-Academic players,
Kristina Krupa, Victoria
Mansolillo, Mary Frailey, Emily
Olszewski, Mary Beckerman,
Chelsea Mencio, Devon Soucier,
and Caitlin Erickson. Kristina
Ciotto won the Coaches’ Award
and Shannon Morales was
named the MVP. The team will
miss their seniors, but with plenty
of sensational sophomores and
juniors including All-Conference
juniors Melissa Horn and
Shealagh Begley, the future looks
bright for this team.

By Matt Clapis

The Varsity Girls Soccer Team
had a very strong season. After
starting 2-3, they won nine of
their last eleven regular season
games, with streaks of  four and
five straight wins, to finish the
regular season with a record of
11-5. Their aggressive playing
carried the team past Montville
in the first round of the states
win a 5-0 win, and past number-
one-seeded Lyman Memorial in
what has been called both a “big
upset” and an “attainable
victory” in the next game.
Unfortunately, the team lost to
Lauralton Hall 2-1 in the
quarter-finals, ending their
impressive season made possible
by their dynamic players.
Seniors Kristina Ciotto, Kristina
Krupa, Shannon Morales, and
Elizabeth Whalen led the team
into battle by providing skill and
leadership. As important as they
were, however, this team would
not have been complete without
the key contributions of everyone
else as well. The rest of the
starters and the bench all came
together this season to win and
go as far as they could in the
playoffs. Both the defense and
offense were riveting. The defense
of the Indians truly instilled a

sense of dread into opposing
teams. Including the playoff
games, the defense had an
impressive eight shutouts over the
course of the season. This could
not have been possible without

great defensive players. On the
occasion the other team was
actually able to shoot, the great
play of junior Victoria Mansolillo
and senior Elizabeth Whalen in
goal kept the team from scoring.
All-Conference player Melissa
Horn played a dedicated defense,
leaving the other team feeling
lucky to even be able to take a
shot, even though the NWC
goalies would not have let them
score!
As good as the defense was, at
times it was not even needed

Girls’ Soccer Goes Deep into State Tournament

Shealagh Begley dribbles by an opponent.

Indoor Track Sprints AheadBoys’ Basketball Begins Season With 5-0 Start

By Cara Oleasz

This year’s Girls’ and Boys’ Cross
Country teams both had fantastic
seasons, and made it to the
conference championships, which
were held on October 18. At their
championship meet, the boys
defeated Farmington, in a tight
race, to win the Northwest
Conference Championship with a
score of 69-63. The girls ran at
Veteran’s Park in Middletown,
with Mary Kate Kearney and
Genevieve Quinn leading the team
in a well-run race. The team
attributes their success to their
coaches, Mr. Fletcher and Dr.
Luddy.
At the State Meet, senior captains
Adam Mortillaro and Mary Kate
Kearney both earned spots in the
prestigious State Open. Adam
and Mary Kate each also earned
All-Conference recognition, along
with Genevieve Quinn, Nico
Greco, and Brandon Forrester.
Mary Kate Kearney found the
regular Cross Country season
very successful, since many of the
freshman applied themselves, and
each shaved a few minutes off
their original times within a few
meets. Mary Kate’s personal
season was interrupted by an
ankle injury, but once she was
well enough to run again, she

succeeded in dropping thirty
seconds from her time, which was
crucial to her success at the Open.
Mary Kate felt that the people on
the team made it fun, and her
favorite event was their “pasta
party” and how it strengthened
the team bonding experience.
Adam Mortillaro believes that
because the team came together to
work hard, they succeeded. The
key to success for the boys’ Cross
Country team was the chemistry
between members, which helped
them to win conferences. Adam
also feels that the underclassmen
have great potential to succeed in
the following seasons. At the state
meet, Adam had high
expectations for his own personal
performance, where he achieved
his best finish of the past three
years. At the Wickham Park
Invitational, Adam ran a great
race and achieved yet another
goal by beating one of his
personal records.
As time moves on, and seniors
graduate, they will take with them
fond memories of team pasta
parties, weekend running groups,
and the excellent races they ran
for their alma mater, Northwest
Catholic. In years to come,
underclassmen will strive to carry
the torch with the momentum of
this past season.

By Alex Picciano

The Northwest Catholic boys
Varsity basketball team began the
season with their usual bang.
They started with a record of 6-1,
defeating Bristol Central, RHAM,
and Middletown in exciting
games, one of  which went into
double overtime before
Northwest managed to claim
victory. One notable game was the
close, hard-fought loss to rival
East Catholic. After four
demanding quarters, the score
remained tied with less than a
minute remaining in the game.
Unfortunately, Northwest would
lose in spite of the whole team’s
best efforts. Captain Justin Green
said, “It was just a very difficult
game, and a very difficult
environment to play in.”

The team this year is led by two
senior captains, Justin Green and
Chris Prescott, both playing
guard and standing at 6’2” tall.
The captains were chosen for
their 4 years of experience at

NWC and great understanding of
what is expected of them. Both of
them have proven
themselves to be very
strong leaders and
extremely hard
workers. Chris has
high expectations for
this season and
thinks, “Every game
has been a big game,
and we always have
to work hard when
we play, whether we
are up one point or
thirty.” Green added,
“The season’s been
going great. The team
keeps finding new
ways to win, and has
been playing hard.
We’ve managed to
just mold it together

to play better. ”
Other seniors on
the Varsity team include
Brandon Forrester, Greg
Peterson, and Dean Spence.
Chris Prescott plans to
continue his basketball career
at St. Joseph’s University in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, a
Division I school. With
approximately 17 points per
game in his junior year of
high school, Chris was
named All-Conference and
placed on an All-State team.
Athletic Director Joshua
Reese claims, “He comes from
a strong family background
that made him the man he is
today. He is blessed with a
tremendous amount of
talent, and it is without a
doubt that he will be a true
success in the future.”
The coaching staff of the

Varsity team is run by John
Mirabello, the head coach, who
began his coaching career at
NWC in 1987.  Since then, he has
led Northwest basketball to an
overall winning rate of 73%. He

XC Teams Run the Conference

receives his help from Sean
O’Brien and Geoffrey

Richardson, who are both NWC
graduates and assistant coaches
to the Varsity team. Sean O’Brien
additionally works as the JV
coach and Geoffrey Richardson
acts as the freshman coach as
well. Other members of the
coaching staff include Dan
Martinez and Mike Johnson, two
more Northwest alumni.
According to Coach Mirabello,
“We are still learning about the
kids…every year the teams are
different. This year’s team is fun,
hard working, and has a good
opportunity for improvement.”
At the same time, Chris Prescott
believes, “This year’s team has
fewer expectations compared to
last year’s, but we will do way
better than last year’s team due to
better chemistry and a harder
work ethic. I expect for us to be
more successful as a team than we
have since I’ve been here.”
With another great beginning
underway, Northwest basketball
is sure to have another fantastic
season.

Junior Joe Harris jumps high for the tip.

Justin Green takes a jumpshot amidst traffic.
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By Jaclyn Diaz

With a great start to the 2007-
2008 season, the Northwest
Catholic Girls Basketball Team
shows their talent on the court,
proving this season is going to be
an exciting one.
After 17 years as the boys’
basketball assistant coach, Coach
Karl Herbert moves into the head
coaching position for the girls’
varsity team this year. He seems
to be guiding the team to victory,
starting the season with a win
against Waterford, 56-22. Two
days later, the team won again
against rival Plainville.
Unfortunately this winning
streak ended after a loss to
Bulkley 61-56 on December 11,
but the girls later regained
momentum by rattling off 7 more
wins. One highlight of  the season
so far has been winning the Avon
Holiday Tournament by coming
away with wins against two very
strong teams: Avon and Tolland.
The toughest of the stretch
though, was a last minute victory

against East Catholic. With under
30 seconds to go in the game,

Northwest was down by 2 points
and had the ball. Jenniqua Bailey
drove into the lane and made the
basket and the resulting free
throw to put Northwest up by
one. Ally Mullings then stole the
ball from East and with one more

free throw from Bailey,
Northwest won 59-57. At one
point in the third quarter, the
Indians were down by 9 points
and had to show their character
to come back to win.
With practices every day lasting 2
to 3 hours, the team leaves no
room for slackers. The varsity
and JV teams practice together.
Although the experience of being
on the basketball team makes
them stronger players, it also
teaches them about things outside
the court. “The coach doesn’t just
teach you about basketball. He
teaches you about life,” says
captain Anastasia Feola, “After
playing for so long you become a
different person than who you
went in as. You learn a lot.”
The hard work of this team has
paid off as they are earning state-
wide recognitition. In the first
Hartford Courant poll of the
season the Northwest Girls
Basketball team ranked 11th and
moved to 10th a week later after
defeating East (another ranked
team). Also, the girls are ranked

By Sam Frasco

After a disappointing 2006-2007
season, the Northwest Catholic
hockey team is coming back
strong with a record of  2-3 so far.
The Indians are undeterred by
their losses, since they were played
against tough teams, Avon, E.O.
Smith, as well as annual hockey
powerhouse East Catholic. The
team only lost by a deficit of one
or two goals in these games,
giving Northwest a positive
charge knowing they can skate
with the best teams in the
conference.
Northwest’s victories, winning 3-1
against North Branford, and 9-1
against Norwich Free Academy

give the team confidence in their
ability to compete and make the
state playoffs as they are led by
senior captains JP Jordan, Joe
Angelico, and Ryan Vaughn. “ We
should be able to make states this
year.” commented Jordan.
Everyone on the entire team has
stepped up. Many key players like
sophomore Matt Rode, the team’s
leading scorer, junior John
Shevchuk, the starting goalie,
junior Sam Corey, and senior
Lucas Walsh, have been striving
to achieve the team’s goal of  a
winning season for the first time
in school history. “We want to
break .500 this season, that’s one
of  our main focuses.” said Ryan
Vaughn.
Northwest is well balanced
between the offense and defense,
both of  which are strong squads.
The defense has so far only let in
10 goals that have been matched
with the offense’s 15. Despite
losing two players from the

previous season, and with senior
Joe Buda and sophomore Zach
Boorman, two of the teams big
contributors injured, Captain Joe
Angelico believes that Northwest
hockey has improved from last
winter. “We’re much better than
last year, we’ve already won just
as many games as we won all last
season.” The injuries that could
greatly affect the season’s
outcome don’t have the captains
or the coaches worried with many
skilled players to fill in the spaces.
The talented team works
tremendously hard everyday in
practice, reinforced by the seniors
and coach’s high expectations for
the 2007-2008 season. The
underclassmen are driven by the

seniors’
outstanding
determination to
achieve their
goals and have to
stay focused all
the time to
support them.
“We were young
last year, we
made mistakes,
now we’re older
and we need to
make sure we
don’t make those
mistakes and the

underclassmen don’t either.
That’s what causes us to lose
games.” Ryan Vaughn stated.
Several seniors are on the team
who have given four years to the
program and plan to make the
most out of their final winter
skating for Northwest. They have
all worked hard and hope that
this season, it will pay off. After
four difficult years for the seniors,
they and the rest of the team have
come together, looking forward
to the remainder of the season
and their chances to overcome
with the teams they’ve already
lost to once. “East Catholic is a
good team and we only lost by
one goal, a little more effort and
we can beat them.” said JP
Jordan.
The Northwest Hockey team,
with their objectives of earning a
winning record, and a playoff
spot, is ready to go with every
ounce of  their skill and
determination on the ice.

By Kate Schuppe

The Northwest Catholic
Swimming and Diving team
kicked off its season with
practices in late November and
their first meet in mid-December.
Coached by Danahy Bonner, the
team has over thirty divers and
swimmers this year, despite losing
five seniors to graduation.
Among the numerous hard-
working swimmers are a large
group of freshmen that have
joined the team this year. Robbie
Kunkel, Brynn Stoeklin, and
Katie Vignati are three that have
made particularly good
impressions so far.
The team practices every day after
school at the Granby YMCA,
practicing strokes and form and
swimming 4,000 yards, which is
about 160 laps. On Wednesdays,
the team has dry-land practice, in
which they run two miles and lift
weights.
The team swims its home meets at
St. Joseph College in West
Hartford, but also travels to
other schools’ pools for away
meets. During the meets,
swimmers participate in certain
events, based on their strongest
stroke and distance. The strokes
are the breaststroke, the

By Michael Murray

Senior Justin Green (#14) has
been playing basketball for all
four of his years at Northwest.
The 6’ 2” pointguard and captain
averages a strong fifteen points
per game.  A strong leader and a
powerful force on the court,
Green plans to continue playing
and working hard at the college
level next year.

How long have you been playing
basketball?

I’ve been playing as long as I can
remember.

What has been your favorite part
of playing basketball?

Winning.

What do you do to stay in shape
during the off season?

In the off season, I play as much
as I can. I also shoot and lift
weights. I am not one of  those
people who goes onto the track

New Head Coach Leads Girls’ Basketball to Team Victory, State Ranking

backstroke, the butterfly, and
freestyle. Distances range from
100 to 500 meters, and include
relay races. The diving team,
which practices separately from
the swimming team, also
participates in the meets.
On December 14, the team had
their first meet. Although they
lost against Berlin, Northwest
swam hard. John Hug won the
200 and 500 meter freestyle and
Brynn Stoeklin came in first in
the 100 meter breaststroke. Also
successful were Tom Tartaro in
the 500 meter and Francis Butler
in the 400 freestyle relay. Divers
Nora Regan and Chris Brown
scored well in their events.
Though it was a tough loss,
Northwest lost only by a few
points during the last event.
Northwest then hosted Suffield at
home on December 18, and won,
88-34. Francis Butler, Prayag
Faldo, and John Hug swam well
in the 500 meter and Robbie
Kunkel, Kelsey Sumple, and Paul
Vignati showed off their talents
in the 200 IM. Nora Regan, Chris
Brown, and Brian Yarger made
Northwest proud in the diving
competiton, scoring high for the
team. In both swimming and
diving, strong players help pull
Northwest ahead.

Coach Danahy Bonner says that
she expects the team to do well,
but she is much more concerned
that each team member improves
their technique and time over the
season. She wants every swimmer
to have lots of  fun and truly
enjoy their experience on the
team. Coach Bonner also expects
a lot from the more experienced
swimmers. She says the team has
a broad range of skill, and the
whole team has pushed
themselves to do well this season.
Northwest’s biggest rivals are
both Farmington and
Middletown. “To take on a big
rival, you sort of  have to be
strategic in forming a strong
lineup,” says Coach Bonner.
“Also, we prepare with hard
practices and focusing on the
points that could use the most
tweaking, such as starts, relay
starts and turns.”
Captains Stephanie Frazao, Josh
Garcia, and Paul Vignati said
they are looking forward to the
new season. They are hoping to
reinforce team unity and spirit.
The results of the meets have
made it clear that the team will do
very well this year. They will
continue their season until
March.

Kristina Ciotto gets in position.

Lindsey LaPorte launches a shot.

Athlete of the Season: Justin Green

Hockey Brings Their Best to the Ice Swimming Jumps into 07-08 Season with New Coach

and runs ten miles, so these are
my main ways of keeping in
shape. I try to work on skills
more to help my game excel each
off season.

In what ways has basketball helped
to improve you as a person?

Basketball has taught me how to
work hard at achieving what I
want. I have learned this through
watching others before me.

What expectations do you have for
the season?

I expect to help the team as much
as I can by doing anything that I
need to do to contribute. I also
expect the team to play
Northwest Basketball. If we do
that, then we’ll win. Period.

Goalie John Shevchuk protects the Northwest net.
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5th in Class L and look to make
waves in the tournament in
March.
The main focus of this season is
to work together and add to the
strengths of the team. The strong

points of the team are the speed
and athleticism that each player
brings to the table and the strong

defense. Varsity player and
captainRebecca Hopkins said,
“We are definitely a running team
and we play to win. It’s fast paced
and there’s no room for standing
around.” Each player has
different abilities, but they are all
talented, which makes this team
even stronger. In the game against
Waterford, the players showed
evidence of a strong defense
throughout the game. Top scorers
in the early season include
Jenniqua Bailey, Lindsey LaPorte,
and Brittney Huffman, with
Kristina Ciotto and Uju
Nwankwo leading the team in
rebounds. Sharing point guard
duties, Bailey and fellow
sophomore Ally Mullings leads
the team in steals and assists.
The last time the girl’s varsity
team won the Northwest
Conference or a State
Championship was in 1999. With
this year’s advantages of  a new
coaching staff  and new players,
2008 will no doubt bring great
things for the team.
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